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By Ashley Moore 
Summer is the time for everyone to take a step back from a long year of working hard and have 

fun or relax. I wanted to give everyone a few tips on how to avoid sustaining a spinal cord injury 

during your summer festivities. Mayoclinic.org claims that spinal cord injuries result from 

damage to the vertebrae, ligaments, discs of the spinal column, or the spinal cord itself. Injuries 

can either be nontraumatic, like from an infection, or traumatic, like fracturing, dislocating, 

crushing, or compressing one or more of your vertebrate. The four most prevalent traumatic 

causes of a spinal cord injury you can avoid this summer are vehicular accidents, unsafe alcohol 

use, sport-related or recreational injuries, and violence. 

 

Vehicular Accidents 

 

According to Mayoclinic.org, auto and motorcycle accidents are the leading cause of spinal cord 

injuries and accounts for more than forty percent of new spinal cord injuries each year. I want to 

urge everyone of any age and in any stage in life to please wear a seatbelt. Roads and cities are 

bustling with people during the summer, which means more car and motorcycle accidents. Stay 

safe by focusing on the road and the vehicles around you when driving. Texting and driving 

could cause you to hit another vehicle. I was only seven years old when a young man, who was 

not paying attention to the road, turned a corner and hit my mom's car head-on. I am now a 

quadriplegic because of a car accident. Make sure your kids wear seat belts and sit in the 

backseat if they are twelve years old or younger. 

 

Unsafe Alcohol Use 

 

For those going out and drinking with friends this summer, I cannot emphasize how important it 

is not to drink and drive. Twenty-five percent of spinal cord injuries involve alcohol use every 

year. Trust me; you do not want to be the driver who puts someone in a wheelchair for the rest of 

his or her life, nor do you want to be the person unable to walk again. 

 

Sports and Recreational Accidents 

 

Sports and recreational accidents, such as playing football, boating, diving, and surfing, cause 

eight percent of spinal cord injuries every year. As you may know, Marc Buoniconti, son of Hall 

of Famer Nick Buoniconti and president of The Miami Project to Cure Paralysis, was injured 

while playing football. Try to avoid leading with your head, like sliding headfirst in baseball or 

tackling in football using the top of your helmet.  

 

Also, please be careful when driving watercrafts this summer. Have fun, but try not to be too 

daring with speed because you could either cause or be involved in an accident on the water. 

Make sure you check the depth of a pool or body of water before diving into it. I cannot tell you 

how many quadriplegics and paraplegics I meet were injured in diving accidents. It is a harsh 

reality that can easily be avoided. Last but not least is surfing. Do not take on a big wave unless 

you know you are capable. I get it, the adrenaline rush is excellent, but you do not want to end up 

https://www.mayoclinic.org/


being tossed and turned underwater in such a way that damages your neck or spinal cord. You 

could instantly become paralyzed and drown.  

 

If you think that's not scary enough, I know of a young man who was an avid surfer and 

sustained a spinal cord injury by merely sitting on a surfboard in the water. Surfer's Myelopathy 

occurs because of the position in which surfers sit on a surfboard in the water. The frequent 

hyperextension of the spinal cord can result in paralysis, usually from the waist down. I know 

this particular cause of spinal injury is challenging to avoid, but be mindful that it can occur 

when surfing this summer. 

 

Violence 

 

According to the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, fifteen percent of 

spinal cord injuries result from violent encounters, often involving gunshot and knife wounds. 

My only advice for avoiding this cause of spinal cord injury is to be careful when traveling to a 

city you've never been to this summer. Try to learn which areas have higher crime rates than 

others and do not venture into them. 

 

Before you begin to think I am the least exciting person in the world for this article, understand I 

am not saying to stay home and avoid everything during your time off this summer. I'm asking 

you to be cautious and take the advice I've included above. I only want to help everyone avoid 

sustaining a spinal cord injury caused by traumatic events like vehicular accidents, reckless 

alcohol use, sport-related or recreational injuries, and violence. You do not want to live the rest 

of your life trapped in a wheelchair and you absolutely do not want the guilt of taking away 

someone's freedom to walk just because you did something you could have easily avoided doing. 

Please take my advice and have a wonderful summer! 

https://www.ninds.nih.gov/

